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Introdution

At the 1996 SEG Annual Meeting in Denver, three papers �rst introdued

the onept of veloity-independent imaging with ommon-fous-point (CFP)

gathers. I ame to some rather negative onlusions about the method at the

time and haven't seen any reason to hange this opinion sine. Here are my

remarks after �rst seeing the papers.

Common-fous-point gathers

Three papers disussed ommon-fous-point (CFP) gathers: \Seismi proess-

ing between two fousing steps," (MIG 1.1) by A.J. Berkhout, \Migration ve-

loity analysis using the ommon fous point tehnology," (MIG 1.2) by M.M.

Nurul Kabir and D.J. Vershuur, and \Automating prestak migration anal-

ysis using ommon foal point gathers," (MIG 1.3) by Sott A. Morton and

Jan Thorbeke. These gathers are equivalent to those used by onventional

depth-fousing analysis [2, 1℄, but with a slightly di�erent use.

Sott A. Morton of Cray Researh de�ned a CFP gather simply with a

Kirhho� implementation. (A.J. Berkhout used his operator notation, with

less expliit arguments.)
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are the spatial oordinates of the soure, reeiver, and fo-

us point, t is the reorded time, and � is a downward-ontinued time. The

funtions T give the one-way traveltime between two points for a partiular

veloity model. Eah output CFP extrapolates reeivers down to the depth

of the fous (foal) point and subtrats the time to the soure. (The soure

shift was in Sott Morton's slide presentation, but not abstrat.) Ideally, a

good veloity model should produe a at onsistent phase at zero time for

di�erent soures. A onventional Kirhho� depth migration would produe an
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amplitude at the CFP loation x

m

by summing over all soure positions (x

s

)

at zero time.

Most CFP gathers are not perfetly at at zero time beause of subop-

timum veloities. Conventional depth-fousing analysis loates the attest

reetions at earlier or later times and then displays this error as an equiva-

lent depth or average veloity orretion. The orret depth of a at event at

non-zero time � is expeted to fall halfway between the CFP depth x

m

and

the depth at whih the event would migrate to zero time without attening.

These depth or veloity errors give only an average orretion to the veloity

model from the surfae down to the reetor depth. Some sort of tomographi

bak-projetion is neessary to distribute these veloity errors orretly in the

overlying model and to reonile with the errors for other reetions.

The new CFP papers assume that veloity models will be layered and that

layer boundaries will produe reetions that an be identi�ed in unstaked

CFP gathers. Veloity models are optimized by layer-stripping|one layer

veloity and boundary at a time.

At this point CFP analysis begins to depart from depth-fousing analysis.

A user identi�es the next signi�ant reetion, hooses an initial veloity for

the overlying layer, and proposes orresponding depths for the reetor (per-

haps from the depth image for the previous iteration). The user examines

CFP gathers at the proposed depths and then looks for the unattened re-

etion that was expeted to image at this depth|or for any other reetion

that might now appear easier to pik. Beause the misloated reetion is not

at, the oherene annot be identi�ed as automatially as for depth-fousing

analysis. The reetion may also lie several yles away from the CFP zero

time, so snapping would appear impossible.

Instead of attempting to use this imaging error to update veloities, these

authors update the traveltimes for the Kirhho� operator by adding half the

piked time errors to the traveltimes used previously for this CFP position.

They produe a new CFP gather without a more expensive remodeling of

traveltimes. Again, the proedure has onverged when the CFP's are at at

zero time. Although the abstrats do not say, I expet the CFP depth positions

are also revised by half the di�erene with the image depth of the intended

reetion. (Otherwise the �nal CFP's will not trak the reetion.)

This splitting of time errors would appear to assume that veloity errors

are well behaved in the lateral diretion from near to far o�set. Conventional

fousing analysis makes the same assumption to split depth errors.

Sott Morton states that the �nal unimplemented step of the algorithm

is to revise veloities by a tomographi inversion of the updated Kirhho�

operators. There is no guarantee that revised traveltimes an be �t by a single

veloity model.

Hans Tieman of GDC pointed out an interesting degenerate ase to me.

For a single layer beginning at the surfae, one ould imagine that the data
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had been migrated with a zero veloity at zero depth. The CFP gathers

then beome idential to the original shot pro�les. Piking residual moveout

amounts to piking the raw prestak moveouts. The data ould be staked and

imaged perfetly in the next iteration. The �nal nontrivial step is to onvert

all these piked traveltimes into a veloity model (tomography). CFP's would

remain at zero depth until we revised our referene veloity model.

A onstant-o�set implementation would better avoid artifats from the

limited range of o�sets present in ommon-soure pro�les, but might violate

some of the (unstated) assumptions in these three papers.

All in all, I �nd it diÆult to extrat a pratial algorithm from these

details, assuming that we desire to arrive at a meaningful depth setion. The

authors do not say how to revise CFP depths for the intended reetion.

Without revision, why should a reetion be fored to produe a at CFP at

an arbitrarily hosen depth? Nevertheless, some features are interesting, and

many listeners were enhanted by the idea that the imaging operator ould be

revised diretly without a physially onsistent revision of the veloities.

Two admirers of the CFP approah, who read my desription above, be-

lieve the method is not intended to estimate meaningful depths diretly. They

stress that the method uses downward ontinuation to simplify the oherene

and improve the signal-to-noise ratio of reetions before piking. The re-

vised traveltime operators are the �nal objetive: these piks provide a robust

estimate of reetion moveouts for input to tomography.

I have already used several forms of prestak moveout piking as input to

reetion tomography: moveouts after onstant o�set depth or time migration,

after DMO only, from ombinations of prestak moveouts and poststak piks,

and other gathers whih appear onveniently during proessing. The moveouts

of all suh piks are modeled to invert geometrially the e�ets of the imaging

and produe equivalent tables of unmigrated traveltimes. After onversion,

the same reetion tomography program inverts them all. It would not be

diÆult to add CFP piks to this list and use them as a new alternative.

Nevertheless, I �nd few advantages. Shot pro�le migration produes too many

artifats, ompared to onstant-o�set migration. Piking residual moveouts

is easy unless we are expeted to trak spei� reetions before and after

imaging. I would prefer to pik the moveouts of the attest reetions in a

CFP gather, as preferred by onventional depth fousing analysis. Unstaked

prestak depth migration with a referene model enhanes the signal-to-noise

ratio.

Imaging algorithms annot leave veloity estimation as an exerise for the

reader. A solid tomography algorithm probably takes an order of magnitude

more omputer ode than an imaging algorithm. Veloities are the hard part.

It would be onvenient if we ould produe depth images without veloities,

but we would be obliged to aept an arbitrarily saled depth axis.
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Later remarks

In 1998, this method ontinues to be disussed, although I have yet to see

anyone estimate a veloity model from reorded data. The fatal aw remains

the same.

One must hoose a CFP gather for a partiular image depth, then identify,

at a non-zero image time, the reetion that one expeted to see at zero time.

This seems fundamentally impratial. The misloated reetion will not be

at or have any other distintive oherene. Instead, one must reognize a

reetion that one has seen before imaging. Not surprisingly, the only examples

I have seen use syntheti data with a few isolated strong reetions. On Gulf

Coast data, with many weak reetions, suh piking would be impossible.

Conventional depth-fousing analysis uses similar image gathers, but allows

one to pik the attest reetion at a non-zero imaging time. Reognizing

atness is easy with numerial tools like semblane. It is not neessary to

know where this reetion ame from before imaging.
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